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A HIGH-FLUX FIRST-HALL DESIGN FOR A SWLL REVERSEO-FIELP
PIKH REACTOR

by

6. [. Cort (MMber of AME), A. L. tlraham, and K. E, Christensen
Los AIMUIS National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

To achieve the goal of a Commercially ?.onomtcal fusion power
reactor, sm611 phystcal sfze and high power d?nstty should be
co#’nee xith sh!plicity (minlmtzed use O* high-technology systems).
The Revers*d-Fteld Pinch (RFP) is a magn’.tfc confinement device that
promises to meet these requirements wit’, power densities comparable
to those in existin~ fission pouer plo,lts. To establish feasibility
of such aII RFP reactor, a practical design for a ftrst wall capable
of withstanding high levels of cycl~c neutron wall loadings fs
needed. Associated with the neutrrr, flu
4s a time-avereged heat flux of 4,5PfUl J ::;h: %%:t!::;actor
@stlmated transient peak approximately twtce the average value.

Me present the destgn for c modular ftrst wall made from a
ht@-strength copper alloy that will meet these requirenwnts of
cyclic themel loading. The heat removal from the wall Is by
subcooled w~ter flowfng tn straight tubes at hi

?
linear velocities,

He combined a themal analys~s wttb a stru tura fatigue analysts to
idesign the heat transfer XzIdule to last 10 cycles w one year at

80S duty for a 2G-s power cycle. This fat gue llfe ts compatible
Awith a radiatton damage life of 14 Hli/yI/ .
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lNTRODLKTION

The Reversed-Field Pinch (RFP) Is an attractive
bpproach to ma etic confinement fuston,

r

Recent

experiments (1 1 at the Los Alanos National
Laboratory on the relatively small ZT-4G!4 device
have shown promising plasma confinement, stability,
and FIFP performance. Equally attractive is the
prospect of a fusion reactor thbt has an engineering
power dtnst~.y (total fusion power divided by total
volume, includtng magnetic coils) that can be
comparable to that of b conventtona\ \ight+ater
fission reactor (2) without vtolatfng k y physics

~ limitsor technology limits (for example, beta
or coil stresses). This potential of the RFP
concept results from a combination of high plasma
beta, direct ohmic heat~ng, and confirmment of
thermonuclear plasma wtth lowmagnetfc fields at
the water-cooled copper cofls. Thts high-density,
“compact” cpproach to RfP reactors (CPFPR) differs

~ Numbers in par~nthes~s destgnate references
at ●nd of papgr.

2 Beta is the ratio of the pJaW!a pr@SSUre tO
the pressure exerted by tht magnettr field. tletc fs
used to indicate the Cfftcfency of a magnetically
conftned fusfo, device b-cause the power denstty ts
generally pr~; rtional to the squwe of the pl~smd
dansity and (for a gtven plhsma t~erature and
mtgnettc field) 1s also proporttontl to the squcre
of beta.

considerably from the larger, more “Conventtornl”
RFP reactor (RFPR) designs (3) that heve been
proposed.

To establtsh the feasibi~tty cf such a reactor,
a practical first wall must be designed that is
capable of withstanding the neutron and thermal
flux from the compact, but htgh-pouer~ensity,
plasma. Nest Gf the neutron flux passes through
the first wall and is absorbed in a lithium-bearing
blanket, but the thermal flux is enttrely absorbed
Im the ftrst wall. The ffr$t+all thermal response,
in fact. was judged ●arly tn the CRFPR study ds the
limittng engineering constrisint for this newer
approach, and the thermrrhydrau!ic work reported
here was performed to provtdc key fnput to the CR};i
destgn potnt determtnat{on. in this paper, we
present the design for a water+~oled first wall
;abticated from a high-strength copper alloy.
Because the CRFPR design ha~ not progressed to where
a deftnite burn cycle hag been developed, this
first+all thermal-emchar,i~al study has conserva-
tively adopted the burn cycle that WAS developed
for the earlier conventional RF?R (3). For tht$
case, the wall t enposed CO a the-avera9ed thermal
flux of 4.5w/ d with 4 trans{ent peak in the
cycle of 9.2 MU/u?. To pJ~ these projected CRFPR
requiremmts into perspective, a cotapilation of
heat fluxes normally encounte,’ed lr, sctence Jnd
tndustry is gtvon frr ortentat(on {n Ftg. 1. The
heat fluxes are htgher fn this CRFPN ?,hhn in typfcal
process equt~nt, but are ap~roxfa!at?ly two orders
of magnitude l~ss than the hi ?st rates reported

rfn the Itterature. In a CYC1 c batch-burn mode of
optration, the service llfe a$yd on radlatlon
dama9e Ilmits fn the llNM/ J neutron flux 1$
projected to be on the order of one year. For the
26-s poxer cycle (3) astumed for thf$ themal.-
@echanlcal nalys!s and WI 80% plant factor, this
fw)fes -1 J full-power cycles, It Is ●~haslled
that the actual CRFPR opw”atlon would b? {n a
lon9er-pulsed, if not steady-statb, mod?.
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Fig.1 Co~ari son of heat fluxes. This figure
extends a previous ccxspilatton (16) where
the magnftude of the heat flux is that
transferred to the cooltnt. The compila-
tion does not consider the enormous tran-
sient heat fluxas that can be generated
for brief periods, for exmple in shock
tubes, but
a :ooltnt.

Total
Power

the heat 1s not transferred to

No consensus ●xists today on the optimal con-
cept for a magnetic confinement fusion reactor.
Every potential design has its own special combina-
tion of unproven physics and ●ngineering problems.
Even tb- relatively well-understood Tokamak may have
potential ●ngineering difficulties related to its

!large size, the comp exity of some of-its sub-
systems, d~*ficult maintenance procerhre, and rela-
tively low-power density (4). As discussed in
Ref, 3, the compact RFPR promises to eliminate many
of these problams, while presenting some new ones,
including problems relating to the high-heat-flux
first wall We have designed the high-performance
first wall ust,~g a high-strength copper alloy with
water cooling. The benefits of copper Q71c:”s for
fusion reactor first walls were recently as-
sessed (5). The heat-transfer, thermal fatigue,
structural, and rbdiation damage considerations and
evaluations that led to the choice of this copper-
alloy and water-cooled system are discussed in the
paper.

A trafisient tw-dimensional heat-transfer and
structural analysis of tha wall serves as a basis
for addressing the thermal fatigue problem. In th~
CRFPR de<ign under consideration, this problem has
been exacerbated by th? assumed batch-burn mode of
operation. We find hit the copper-alloy wall is

tadequate for over 10 cycles, or about one year
of operation, for the assumed burn conditions. A
discussion of the analytical and numerical models
and their results is found near the ●nd of the
paper. These results are generally applicable to
other pulsed h!gh-flux systems hes~des the CRFPR.

REMTOR OPERATION

For purposes of the engineering design of the
first wall, we have elected t) use the more corlser-
vative design conditions imosed by batch mode
oDeration (31. althouah mean:. can be oroDosed to
induce a ste&ly-stat@-RFPR burn. l~b”ie I gives

TABL! 1

CHARACTfRISTICS OF CRFPR USED IN THIS STUDYa

thmnfil power (MM
cycle duration (s I

Tim-to ignition
Plasma burn pertod
~u;h period

14.1 W neutron wall loading (MW/m2)
Mat flux at first wsll (MW/m2)
Volumetric hwating r@te in copper
Peek-to-~ vertge power during CYCIQ
Plasma and first+all minor radius m

I I [1Plmaa and first-wall major radiut m
!iinor radius of system, including magnets (m)
First-wall ●ndblank~t module length (m)

722

2;::$
-4
26
1:.!J

l?7:3b
1.82
0,2
3.8
1,03
0,3C

~ar~tern are a c-site of those found in Rcfs. 2 and 3 and are used
here only a$ & %orst<ase” indication. The actual burn Scen@rio for the
CRFPR desi~ has not been developed, bul ~tsis it being placed on
long+ul$ed and ewn $taady-state uparatlon.

bTi~..aWaqed vtlue.
cLength Is somowhat arbttrary; 0.3 m Is hosed on prcltminary .l@ctrlc&l

wsis!ance requirements (kef. 2).

3



lnportant characteristics of the CRFPR that were
used as basic input to this first-all design study.

FIRSTqALL MATERIALS AND DFS16N SELECTION

me important properties for candidate flrst-
w,s1l materials are compared first, and those for
the material selected are then related to a Spec!fic
configuration that minimizes the themal stress &nd
is feasible to build.

Materials SelectIon
lhe selection of th? cooling medium and the

structural material for the first wall is a critical
step in the design. f4ai4y alternatives ●xtst for
withstanding high themal and neutron fluxes ●nd
remving the associated +eat (6-9). We selected
subcooleduater as the cooling medium and a high-
strength, hi@-cOndu tivity copper ●llOy as the
structural material. 5

As a heat-transfer fluid, water 1- unequaled.
The use of subcooled water at83 Ma (-1200 psia)
provides an additional margin of safety before
burnout conditions are reached. These futors,
along with the design heat transfer coefficients
and potential a$er~tional problems such AS fouling
and erosion, ar? discussed in the followlng section.

Md+tional complications are raised by radia-
tion induced effects and Interactions between the
plasma and the first wall. Fir ex-pie, the trans-
mutation of copper to nickel could reduce the
thermal conductivity of the first wall. The copper
alloys ●re reported to have high radiation activity
at reactor i;wtdoun. Within one year, howevw, it
is believed that the act4vity of most copper al16ys
is r?du~ed to the point wnere the 10fI(ptWIS! PUiuaSte
problem is not severe (5).

A part of the heat flux to the first wall will
be attributable to energetic dauteriw. trttium, or
helium ions. The erosion associated wtth this
plasma/wall interaction is a potentially sb~ious
prob lam. 8oth Hoffman (7) and Narlinget al. (5)
estimate that first walls

d
to 2mm thick arc

capable of lifetimes of 1 cycles.
Alihouq? copper alloys have not often been

considered as structural materials for fusion
reactors, they have attracted recent atten-
tion (3,S,8) as a tendency reward tchieving higher
power density continues. The criteria for selecting
first-wall materials have been Wxsnarixed by
Corm (6). rnese Witeriu tnclude, in order of
priority, ~esistance to radi-tion damage and surface
effeCts, compatibility with .oo]ant and with
hydroger isotopes, desirable ~rhanical and thamal
prop~rties [especially in the irradlat~d condition),
#nd miscellaneous factors gene?ally related t~
resource availabiltt and cost.

f
h coanonly accepted

msthod of apply{ng a 1 of tkse crlterta in a con-
>!stent manner to the selection procers does not
ehist, althou

E
swwal attmts have been

SIJ* (8,9). actor sy~tem definition, design
criteria, ard materials requfw!tents are mutvally
dependent m ●ach other and will be subject to
changa as the science and technology of fu$ton pwer
systems cvolveso Hip th@rxIal conductivity t$
important for the CRFPR hnd other high-power+nsity
system, to minimit~ the t~erdture ~adicnts at

——

3 ?hu copper a!luy (10) designated hZC is a
h+

?“
-strermth coppe) alloy wtth 0,061 rah~siumI,

O. 59zircn i-, and 5.4Schmmiwby Wi#t,

high heat flux levels and a,nus :ead to reduced
thermal cycle fatigue. High stren@tl at operating
tampereture ●nd resistance to creep deformation are
also Important.

Althou@ design criteria related to PlaSma/Wall
Interactions and to radiation-induced effects can
be identified, the relevant data are very sparse.
It is not possible, therefore, to reach informed
Judgsents concerning the relative irradiation
performance of copper alloys with respect to other
candidate materials.4 hiever, there is nothing
in the available data base susmnarized in ilefs. 3
and 5 to preclude copper alloy as a structural
heat-transfer material In fusion systems. The P12C
copper alloy demonstrates all of the desired
qualities and *S further rtconsnended because it is
cmrcially produced in quantity, is easily
fabricated into the desired shapes, and is rela-
tively low cost. The latter items are favorable in
light of the probable need for frequent replacement
of fusion reactor first walls, no matter what the
material. CoPper alloys should be about as
compatible with water, helium, ?nd hydrogen as
austenitic stainless steei (5,8). The following
discussion ssakes a quantitative cwarison of 14ZC
copper alloy with some of the ~ther metals to
substantiate this material choice fcr the
high-heat-flux CRFPR first wall.

The maxi- twerature in the wall occurs at
the surface facing the plasma. If the maximum
temperature In the metal is assumed to not ●xceed
One-half the melting temperature (an optimistic
criterion selected only for purposes of comparison),
then the maximum heat flux for the assumed concti-
tions is only a function of the wall thickness, 8.
The results of this ar~lysis for several represen-
tative metals are shown in Fig. 2. The 14ZC alloy,
when compared on this basis, is superfor to most
comnon engineerin~ metals and alloys, reflecting a
favorable cdxbfnation of thermal conductivity and
melting point. WIybdenum and titanium alloys ●re
also superior by this measure, but they are more
costly; molybdenum is difficult to fabric’.~, and
titanium is subject to hydrogen -rittlement.

A measure of the ability to wittIstand thermal
stress can be defined as the thermal stress
parameter, N (6).

where c is the yield htrength, k is the thermal
{conduct vity, w ts Poisson’s ratio, o is the

coefficient of thenal expansion, E is Young’s
modulus, 0th is the th@tWIal stress, q“ is the
$urface heat flux, and d i% the tube-wall thickness.
‘The Par-ter N(N/m) fs most applicable to htgh
heat fluxes applied to thin-walled tubes.

tMer these Condition%, the ratio (O /o )
represents a structural safety factor. If lie sme
safety factor and the same tube-uall thickness is
u~ed for all matarlals, then H is directly propor-
tional to the maximumI heat flux that the material

4 These include stainless steel, vanadium,
n(obium, molybdenum, t$tanium, aluminum, and
various alloys of thete metal!;. For near-t,erm
expert~ntal ~actors, the im~ortance of radiation
dmnage is diminished with respect to the nther
criteria (6).

4
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Fig.: For a heat flux applied at the outer wall of
a water-filled coolant tube (representing t
section of the ftrst wall), the maximum
tenperaturc tn the aetal depends on the
magnitude 01 the heat flux, the thermal
condu( .fvity of the -tal, the thickness of
the metal, the water temperature, Bnd the
effectiveness of the water cooling
(expressed as the fflmhett-transfer mefft-
ctent, h). b have assumed thdt the upper
lfmit for the metal’s working tesqzrature is
onr,-helf the melting t~erature (K) for all
swtals. He also &ssuw that the water
temperature is 450K (350”F) and its fflm
heb transfer cos!fftctent is 56.8 kUlm2

J(1 Btu/hr-ft” F).

can tolerste. Ftgure 3 shous thbt the#lZC CO?PC?
alloy compares qufte favorably wfth other cownonly
employed srateritls. lhe tantalum-tungsten alloy
wbs rejected beceuse of cost, fabrtc~tton,
neutronics, cnd corrosion problems. The s8t4s-
fcctor;t rankfng of the HZC copper alloy tn the
above generic ev~luatfon, along wfth low cost and
ease of fabrication when compared with more exotic
competitors, led to fts adoption a% the first-wall
mtterikl for the CRFPR.

-% e crtterfa used for msterfals seltrctton so
far has not bee,~ design specific. Toc&rry this
desl~ further, w dfscuss in this section the
selection of the ;.,”incfPal design vartables: th@
cool~nt channel dfmensfons, the wall thickness, and
the configuration of a heat trrnnsfer module for the
torus. The normalized tensile hoop stress, ae,
In a thin+llled tube subjected to fnterncl
pressure, P, Is gtven by

1800

1000

700

●00

Soo

400

aoo

808

100

0,

!.

--- AV~C:C: alloy

--
--

910 s/s
.

900 880 800 400 I

TEMPERATURE (“C)
The ftgule has been reproduced from Ref. 6
except that the titted curve for PfZC copper
alloy has been added, based on properties
reported in Ref. 10. Although thfs is by
no means a c~lete analysis, it Is clear
that because of its IItgh strength and
thermal conductlvtty the copper alloy !s a
good candidate for the high-flux first wall.
The figure was originally published in 1974
~n Lawrence Ltvsmnore National Laboratory
report UCRL-75622 by H. A. Noffmsn mu
R. U. Werner.

‘e R2+1
F-~*

where R ts the rat~o do/di - 1 + 26/all of
outer tube dtmeter, dc, to tnner tube diameter,
di. Mall values of R lead to high tensile hoop
stress, but low thermal stress; the reverse fs true
for large R wtth thick walls. A “knee” in the curve
of Oe p vs R occurs for R ■ 1.3. For d . 1*

(wall hlckn%s (to maximize the heat flux, see
Fig, 2) and R - 1.33, dl - 12mm. Combining the
thermal and tens+le hoop stress for the thin-wall
tube leads to

a-o
● ‘d’+M+) ““’th”~



For internal pressure P - 8.3 *a5 (1200 psta),
the nominal wall stress in the 12edim MZC cower
alloy tube is given as a function of wall thickness
and heat flux in Fig. 4.

lotnln~mtze the stress, anoptlmns wall thfck-
ness of 1-3 nsn Is needed. For walls of this
thtckness range, the nomtnal stress is 100 BWa
(Fig. 4) and is about a factor of four less than
the reported (iOj t~nsile streqth for the copper
alloy at673 K (750F).

Tlwse preliminary structural considerations do
not constitute a complete fdilure analysis and mst
be reftned to account for nonuntfonnity of heist
flux, axial loading, cyclic fatigue, and radiation
damage effects. We have, however, arrived at an
acceptable configuration, a 12-fam copper alloy
tube wfth 2-mm-thick wall, that pro~..’ses to achieve
the desired performance.

Fabrication Techniques
The comer-alloy tubes env~saaed for the CRFPR

first wall &st be a;sembled in a &at-transfer
module. men asstiled, as shawn in Fig. 5, the
modules wtll cover the entir? Inner surface area of
the torus andwtll ultimately include the first
wall, the trttiutireedtng blanket, and the ma~ets.

The PiZC copper alloy obtains its ropertles by
grapid water quenching from Solutfoaing tempera-

tures. Although it can be cold+orked, this Is not
required to attain the desired strength, which {s
obtained by age hardening. For the CRFPR, cold
working will be avoided b~c~use of the tendency to
cause overag~ng at operating twerature and to
accelerate grain growth and creep. LOSS Of stre~th
by overaging will occur at tamfx?rvtures above 694 K
(790”F); but with no cold work, negligible overawing
should occur at normal operating temperatures.

n

g

1!

Ftg.4.

m-

q--v 4m
m -

ms
pm~~
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WALL TH1CKN5 (nun)

Stress in 12+mI diamMZC copper tube wl:h
8.3 Wd internal pressure and surface heat
flux gtven byq”. Ihe minimums ~n the
curves Indicate an optimum design for wall
thtckness between 1 ●nd 3 mm.

5 The pressure was chosen on the basts of
th rmodynamic considerations, see the next section.

% This Is the temperature at which the allo~{ng
e’ ‘ants are {n thefr lowest energy states on the
atomic scale.

ffg.5 Conceptual desfgn of heat transfer module.
ilhen connected together these modules wfll
eventually cover the entire surface area of
the torus. The individual tubes are 12+nm
Id., 2+ thick, and 0.3-m long.

The tube bundle wtll probably b.? furnace-brazed
at ‘1300 K (-1875*F) and cooled in a normal fashion.
Then the assembly will be reheated to the lowest
possible solutfoning t~erature, llRJ K (1670 F),
and rapidly quenched to obtain the desired
properties that have been publlshed. Various
quenchfng techniques are @osstble that can achieve
the desired quench rate with minimum distortion of
the assembly. Connecting plena, manifolds, and
piping (also fabrlcat~d of copper) can be brazed or
welded in place (Ftg. 5). Successful welding only
requires the exclusion of oxyg?n, sim~lar to OFHC
copper. IL is desfrable to fabricate the complete
first-wall coolant flow circuit of copper to
minimize the Possibility of fouling on the
heat-transfer surfaces.

HEAT-TRANSFER ANALYSIS

For the conditions assunt?d for this first-wall
design exerc~se, which are expected to be more
stringent than for a long-pulsed or steady-state
CRFPR, the water heat-transfer syst mmust be

9capable of safely removing 8.2 14W/m (peak) from
the plasma sfde of the first wall plus the
volunwtrlc heating associated w{th neutron snd gamma

~
radiation hroughout th~ copper amounting to
367.614Uim (peak). To achieve the desfred heat
transfer rates In the straight tubes, it was
necessary to have high-purity whter moving at high
lfnear velocities (-9m/s). T%ese high velocities
*lSO ald In minimizing the fouling and maximizing
the burnout flux. Mdittonal increases in the
burncut flux were obtained by operating the system
Mar the optimum pressure for max{tnum pool boiling,
Hdr,y of the important heat transfer and fluid flow
parameters are listed in Table 11.

Convective Neat-Trankfer Coefficient
The convective heat- transfer Coefffcicnt for

the flow of subcooleu water In a Ii!+wn-diam coolant
channel 1’ based on the well-known Ditt\us-Boelter
correlation for fully developed flow in a circular
tube. To achieve he water brat-transfer coeffi-
cient of 56.8 kkl/ k K, the corre~oonding Nusselt
number is 1006 and the Ottt~us-Peel er correlation

Igives a Reynolds number of 6.’1 x 10 based on the
tube diuneter.

6



TAM E II

SIMtARY OF COOLANT-FLOU PARAMETERS

Channel parameters
Number per module
Length (m)
Diiyneter (mm)
Ual 1 thickness (mmj

Flow parameters
Inlet pressure (MPa/P5 ia)
Pressur~ drop, Including headers (MPa/psi)
Mass flow rate per tube (kg/s)
Velocity (m/s)
Reynolds wnber
Pumping power per module (kWe)

Temperatures (K)
Coolant inlet
Coolant outlet
Oesign maximum local wall temperature
Cyclic temperature change at apex, max+in
blater subcoollng ATsa = T
Mall superheat, Tw - !5at?!; ~ktpeak

Heat flux (14U/m2)
Time-averaged local maximum
Time and area averaged for channel
Local Peak
Neat flux for incipient boiling
Critical heat flux for $uJcooled flow boiling

Tong correlation
Griffel correlation

Neat transfer coefficient (kU/#A)
Thermal energy absorbed by first wall (MU)

Per coolant tube
Per module
Total

Per cent of reactor Output

90
0.3

12
2

8.273/1200.
0.467416.8
0.9274
9.1
6.3 X 105
4.9

442
45C
675
236
120.7

16

4.5
2.76
8.2
7.09

lza

9.77
56.8

0.03
2.56

205
28

correlation actually predicted 20?4H/m2, but 12MU/m2 was
the limit substantiated by experinx?ntal data.

The choices of coolant pressure and Outlet tem-
perature were made deliberately to give a large sub-
coo’ling, al at = 120.7 K. 4s a result, the crit-

tical heat f ux for subcooled flow boilin evaluated
!at the tube exit is also large (Table 11 . The two

correlations listed, Tong’s (11) and Griffel ’s (7),
are based on steady-state conditions with uniform
circumferential heat flux in a circular channel.
Their use is conservative (12) in this application
because the peak heat flux is transtent and occurs
only on one side of the tube.

The aiequacy of the margin between the local
peak and tl,e critical heat flux is smatter of judg-
ment that we would like tr be able to base on a more
refined analysis, and (we hope) sw experimentation
al high tr~nsient heat fluxes. The design concept
{s not yet advanced to the point where heat transfer
in the Inlet and outlet headers has been considered.
Careful sttention to the area where the flow turns
from radial to axial wtll be needed to prevent the
critical he~t flu~ from bein~ ●xcee~td.

The Dlttius-Boelter crwrelation predtcts con-
Strvativt uoat-transfer coefficients for the first-
uall coolant. It is valid for fully developed
velocity and thermal boundar~ layers in uniformly
heatad tub~s at steady st~tt. The flow in the
0.3-m..long coolant tubes is not fully developed at

.-

.

the exit. The peak heat flux at the tube wall next
to the plasma Is abut 16% gre?ter than the heat
flux for incipient nucleate bo)ling. For about
10 s, the wall is above the waler saturation
temperature and the convective heat transfer w~ll
be Improved by the addition of the boiling. Also,
because the heat flux is nonuniform around the tube,
the tisselt nutier will vary cir(umferentially.
According to the analysis by Reynolds (13), which
includes effects of circumferential wall heat con-
duction, the Nusselt number locally at the apex of
the tub Iray be signiflcailtly less than used in our
design. 9 Swirling flow (see next section) would
greatly alleviate this problem.

7 A mOre detailed analysis by Fillo and
Powell (14), Including both radi~l and circ~mfer-
ential conduction, shows that, for ]ur conditions,
the neglect of radlel conduction is not important
and supports the decrease in heat transfer at the
apex. In the same paper, they taut< I, based on
experiments by Chan et al, (15) tha the circumfer-
ential variation in the local heat transfer coeffi-
cient is less pronounced than theoretical analyses
predict a~d the decrease in heat transfer mentioned
above may be too severe a penalty.

7



We me not able to pu~sue these subjects with
the thorough attentton that they deserve in this
brief paper, but we point out thiit two of the three
lead to conservatism in our analysis. Superposition
of these ●ff[~cts on heat transfer is not necessarily
justified, and thorough experimentation wiii be
required to resolve these questions.

Enhancement of Heat Transfer
the irst+vall heat-~ ransfer rates should

require additional augmentation, there are &t least
two methods by which they can be improved with
acceptable penalty in pressure drop. Extended
surfaces (“fins”) can be considered ●stablished
technology. The sme Is true for swirl-flow
devices, ?ncludin twisted tape inserts, first used
in the year 1896. 1 A fine spiral groove on the
inner tube surface achteves both swirl and extended-
surface benefits. Other variations are possible
and are coimnercially available. Their precise
benefit. in this high-Re;fiulds-m6er, nonuniform,
transient, high-flux application must be the subject
of experi~ntation, but a factor of 2 redcction in
film AT does not seem unreasonable. It is of
interest that some of the highest steady-state heat
t’luxes to flowing water (173 PfU/#) ever
measured (16) were obtained with swirl flow in short
smooth tubes.

Fouling , Corrosion, and Erosion
Fouling of the surface at the tube/water

interfaCe will lead to reduced heat-transfer
efficiency and higher copper temperatures. tiny
vartables affect fouling and we note that among
these are time in service, tube surface material,
temperatures of the tube surface and the water, and
the water velocity. Finally and Mst i~ortantly,
Caretul control of water chemistry (by polishing,
for exam ‘e) can greatiy reduce the effects of
fouling. For the CRFPR, all of the above are in a
parameter ra~ge where foullng is low, and so no
fouling resistance has been incorporated into the
heat-transfer calculations.

At high flow velocities, the possibility of
flu~d erosion of the copper coolant passages must
be considered. This effect is distinct from the
wall erosion that occurs at the ylasma/copper
interface by sputtering. For pure water, wtth low
solids content and no cavitation, erosion should
not he a problem. The flow passage geometrywst
carefully avoid low-pressure regions that can lead
to cavitation. Corrosion of the copper wall by the
water ~oolant in the one-year design life should be
<0.lmm (5).

Transient Heat-lransfer Analysis
transient numerical analvsis nf the first

wall was carried out with the iinit&ele&t hat
transfer code, AVER (17). The purpose of this
modeling was to detemine the hfghest temperature
oxper{mced ty the first wall during the cycle and
to detem~ne the tenqwature profile as a function
of the for the thermal fatigue analysis. The
dimensions and configuration for the first wall are
$hown In Fig. 6. A typtcal symnetry sectton in-
cludes the ragfon between the centerline of a tube
and the line dividing two adjacent tubes. Because

8 Fresentcd orally by A. E. &rgles in a talk
ct the 6th Internotfonal Mat Transfer Conference,
To!onto, Canada, August 1978.

+ l+alsms _ +7mm+
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Fig.6 Heat-transfer analys,s model.

the heat flux fS assmd to be uniform (both
poloidally and toroidally, an optimistic assumption)
at the plasma-first wall interface, these llnes
represent adiabatic boundaries for the model. The
surface of the model opposite the plasma (bottom
and ri@t In Fig. 6) ts assumed to be insulated,
although a relatively sm.sll heat flux could exist
in either direction, depending on blanket tempera-
tures and construction details. The tube wall
thickness, 6, was varfed parametrically over the
ranqe 1-2 mw. A ‘5-mwthick copper backing plate
is ncluded in the model fOr interfacing between
the tube array and the structure surrounding the
reactor blanket. The oolant fflm heat-transfer

2i~ffjcfent, 56.8 kkJ/ K, was ass-d to be
uniform around the circurtference of the circular
tube and constant with time. The former assuriq)tion
is optimistic and the latter is pessimistic.

he of the parameters used as input to the
model are sumarized in Tables 1 and 11. “The heat
flux at the plasma/copper interface, t e volumetric

!heat flux, and the coolant temperature all cyc!e
with a 26-s perind according to the Llasma burn
profile (3) adopted for this first+all design
exercise. The plasma heat flux notmal to the tube

9 he water transit time from end-to-end of

the tube is -0.03 s, so the response of tie water
temperature to cycllc cha,lges in input power is
very fast.
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surface IS ●ss-d to vary with the cosine of the
●ngle from the apex. The finite-elementmesh is
shown In Fig. 6, and the calculated isotherms we
Illustrated for the time into the burn (10 s) when
temperatures reach their peak.

The copper temperatures during the power cycle
tre shown In Ftg. 7. The maximum temperature at
the apex varies by 236 K daring the cycle, and the
volma ●verage t~erature varies by 124.5 K. The
structural fatigue analysis, based on these tempera-
tures and temperature profiles, $s presented In the
next section.

STRUCTLRLAL ANALYSIS

A preliminary thermal-cycle fatigue calculation
was performed for the proposed reactor f$rst+all
desiq and assured operating conditions. A one-year
operating life can be expected for the heat-transfer
module. lhe modular array of side-by-side coolant
tubes is subjected to a multiaxial, multicomponent
state of stress in the first wall. The tubes are
free to expand axially, but are na? all;,wed to bend.
The model is basedon a single tube with an ex-
ternally applied heat flux on one side. Both the
tube inner and outer walls wre analyzed &s the
critical lccationc.

The loading applied to the tube comes from
three sources: the internal water pressure, the
temperature gradient in the tube wall, and the
temperature difference across the tube because the
heat flux is applied on one side only. The primary
loading under equilibrium conditions is from the
a.27-FiPa Internal pressure, with mall additions
from the thermal loadtng. In steady state, the
Inner wall is in tension both circunferentially and
longitudinally. The outer wall is in circumfer-
ential tension and slight longitudinal compression.

The alternating stresses from thermal cycling
are Compressive everywhere except fOr Che tensile
circumferential stress at the inner will. Because
cyclic plasticity is important fo~” fatigue, the
maximum shearing stress at the critical planes (the
inner and outer walls) was used for the fatigue
evaluation. The stresses are swnnarizerl in
Table 111. The critical surfac~ is the inner wall
because of the proportionally higher tensile stress
in the circumferential direction that can propagate
a crack initiated from cyclic plesttcity.

lhe maximum shear stresses obtained from a
Mhr’s circle were plotted on a modified tiodnan

Fig.?

mna~) AU

Copper t~erat,ure during power cycle.

TA8LE 111

STRESSES IN 2AwTHICK14ZC COPPER TUBE

(MPa.?ksi)a

- ‘ - Alternatifls!

Inner Mall
C$rcmferential 3715.4 127/18.4
Longitudinal 8.3/1.2 -4.1/-0.6

@ter Wall
Ctrcunferential 23/3.4 -105/-15.2
Longitudinal -5.51-0.8 -?4/-34.2

a Mgative =S are compressive.

diagram with the material strength reducedlo to
account for the shearing stresses by a distortion
energy criterion (Mncky-von Fiises). The modified
600dnan diagram given in Fig. 8 shows that operating
pOiMS for both inner and outer walls lie well on
the safe side of the line with 106 operating
cycles.

If future developments permit increased burn
duration, the number of operating cycles will be
reduced and probably the magnitude of the alter-
natin~i stress will decrease because of the more
uniform heat flux. In this case, high-t~erature
creep would probably become the governing failure
mechanism.

SIM?iARY

This paper describes .he preliminary design
for the first-wall heat-transfer system in a high-
power4ensity compact RFPR. The FiZC copper alloy
selected as the structural material has a very high
thermal conductivity with excellent strength and
ductility at operating temperature in comparison
with other candidate metals and alloys. It is the
high conductivity &nd strength of the copper that
are primarily responsible for the increcsed heat
flux capacity of this design over Frevious first-
wall studies of fusion reactors (6,7). These
characteristics aid in minimizing thermal stress
and fatigue for the conservative operating cycle
assumed. The copper first wall IS cooled to safe
operating temperatures by subcooled water flowlng
at high linear velocities in 12-mm-diam tubes. By
the use of extended surfaces or swirl-f?nw promoters
in the tubes, the maximum ~,afe best flux through the
first wall, and hence the system power density or
the firSt-Wall design ma~gin, could conceivably be
increased even further.

The first-wall desigv in this paper is based
on a batch-burn operatin9 cycle with 106 power
transients in the one-year service life. h less
rigorous operating cycle leadtng to improved
performance or increased life may result from future
developments in understanding of the RFP physic:
and reactor potential. Improved reactor technology
wuld permit longer pulses and more optima!ly shaped
power transients leading to steady-state operation
where the alternating thetmal stress u-uld be
reduced.

10 Tensile strength was multiplied by 0.57?.
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5 Harling, O.K., Yu, G.P., Grant,’N.J., dnd
Ikyev, J.E., “&plicatlon of High-Strength Copper

Fiq.8 Modified Goodman diagram.

Although the first+vall design appears feasible
as a concept, important questions remai:;that are
related to bulk radiation effects and surface damage
for the copper alloy. Little data are available to
determine irradiation performance, and copper alloys
have not been developed that are optimized for the
fusiun reactor’s environment (5). He do not, how-
ever, foresee any insurmountable engineering
problems in the way of development of a prototype
for the RFP fusion reactor.
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